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Strong & reliable products trusted by thousands 
of men and women around the world. 

ExecDefense USA® works to keep you safe.  
table of contents 

WE LOVE CUSTOMIZING GEAR TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

WE TRUST YOU TO PROTECT 
US, SO WHY SHOULDN’T YOU 
TRUST US TO PROTECT YOU?

Founded Pennsylvania, USA to manufacture body armor for local police, EDI-USA® has grown to 
manufacture over 4,500 law enforcement & tactical products. EDI’s staff works daily to create, design, 
and produce body armor & tactical gear to help law enforcement & military personnel succeed.

TRADITION

We have perfected the design of body armor & crowd control equipment and manufacture some of the 
world’s strongest ballistic helmets, ballistic plates, bullet-resistant vests, ballistic shields and other 
body armor accessories. In addition, our signature line of riot suits, riot shields and riot helmets are 
trusted by thousands of users across the USA and around the world. All of our items are regularly 
updated & enhanced to adapt to today’s surroundings, and we actively seek user feedback to constantly 
improve the items that we manufacture.  

OUR CORE PRODUCTS

International customers and export operations comprise of more than 50% of our business. Our 
international presence stretches long and wide from shipping to our neighbors in Canada and Mexico, 
all the way across the world to South America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. Wherever you are, we 
will make sure you get what you need, and our experienced sales reps will help guide you through the 
export process.

FAST EXPORT & INTERNATIOANL SALES

In an industry where security professional’s daily lives depend on the products we provide, EDI-USA® 
takes quality very seriously. We have set ourselves apart with our strict EDI-USA® Quality-Pro Program, 
which ensures stringent quality control throughout our entire organization. On a regular basis, we send 
our products to NIJ-approved laboratories for ballistic testing, anti-stab testing, and anti-impact testing, 
and we maintain ISO 9001:2015 certification for our quality management system.  

QUALITY CONTROL TO THE MAX

EDI offers FREE (T&E) SAMPLES to law enforcement in the continental USA to 
test and evaluate (T&E) our items to make sure they serve you well pre-purchase.

PLEASE CONTACT US TO REQUEST SAMPLES TODAY!

FREE (T&E) SAMPLES PROGRAM FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
“Over the course of my time at EDI-USA, no single order is ever the same in our 

office. We love getting user feedback and customizing to fit your mission.” 

- Will Parker, EDI Senior Engineer, 11 years with EDI.
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BALLISTIC HELMETS

Ballistic 
Helmet (III-A)
W/ Picatinny Rails and NVG Mount 

Sizes: M, L, XL

High-Cut 
Tactical

HELMET SIZING CHART

The most popular of EDI-USA’s ballistic helmets, the High-Cut Tactical Ballistic Helmet provides 
lightweight ballistic head protection, tested to III-A ambient, in a high-cut design. The helmet 
is compatible with a variety of audio communication devices, night vision goggles, lighting 
accessories, and other tactical attachments. The interior of the helmet is manufactured with 
enhanced EVA foam padding (removable to clean), and the helmet has an adjustable rachet 
knob on the back to fine-tune the size to the user’s head. Available with double chin strap, and 
include an adjustable nylon suspension system. This helmet is made for the pros. 

S M L XL

  Head circumference (cm) 53-57 55-59 57-61 59-63

  Head circumference (inch) 21-22 1/2 21-23 1/2 23-24 1/4 24-25 1/4

  Head Size U.S up to 7 7-7 3/8 7 3/8 - 7 7/87 7/8 - 8 1/2

58 cm

EH-0881

TEST REPORTS/CERTIFICATIONS

Test reports & certifications available upon 
request. Available in English & Spanish

A classic helmet for decades, EDI-USA’s PASGT 
Ballistic Helmet is tested to ballistic level III-A, 
ambient, and provides strong protection for a variety 
of ballistic threats up to III-A. Helmet includes 
comprehensive ear protection, adjustable nylon 
suspension system, interior mesh comfort pad 
system, and available with chin cup, or double chin 
strap. Boltless PASGT model available upon request. 

One of the US Military’s top choices for ballistic 
head protection, the MICH (ACH) Ballistic Helmet 
provides strong protection tested to level III-A, 
ambient. The helmet is lightweight, includes ear 
protection, and is manufactured with a durable 
interior padding system for maximum comfort. 
Available with chin cup, or double chin strap. 

All helmets are painted with weather resistant poly-urea paint and can be 
customized in the folowing colors or fabric helmet covers.

Black OliveCoyote MultiCamRanger NavyTan Urban

The tactical version of the MICH (ACH) Ballistic 
Helmet, this model includes two side picatinny 
rails for attachment accessories, and front 
aluminum NVG mount. The helmet includes a 
comfortable interior padding system is available 
with chin cup, or double chin strap. 

BALLISTIC HELMETS

Sizes: M, L, XL

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

PASGT BALLISTIC Helmet (III-A)

MICH (ACH) Tactical Ballistic Helmet 
(III-A), w/ Picatinny Rails and NVG Mount

MICH (ACH) Ballistic Helmet (III-A)

EXH-0072

EH-0881-SR

EH-0881

NIJ III-A | STANAG 2920 (V50) | ISO 9001:2015
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All helmets are painted with weather resistant poly-urea paint and can be 
customized in the folowing colors or fabric helmet covers.

Black OliveCoyote MultiCamRanger NavyTan Urban

BALLISTIC HELMETS

Ballistic Visor (III-A), Clamp Model

Riot Visor, Clamp Model

Ballistic Visor (III-A), Picatinny Side
Rail Adapter Model

Riot Visor, Picatinny Side 
Rail Adapter Model

E-MTBV-C

E-RV-C

E-MTBV-PR

E-RV-PR

Attachable to EDI-USA’s PASGT and MICH (ACH) 
helmets, as well as equivalent brand helmets, 
this visor is tested to III-A, ambient, and resists 
ballistic threats up to III-A. Visor includes a 
durable under-helmet clamping system and 
adjustable hardened slide system to tighten 
around PASGT or MICH (ACH) helmets.

Attachable to EDI-USA’s High-Cut Tactical 
helmet or MICH (ACH) Helmet with picatinny 
rails, this visor includes picatinny rail adapters 
to slide directly into the side rails of the helmet, 
and securely attach during operations. Tested 
to III-A, ambient, ballistic resistance.

Designed for non-ballistic anti-impact threats, 
this riot visor is attachable to EDI-USA’s PASGT 
and MICH (ACH) helmets, as well as equivalent 
brands. Custom dimensions available.

Attachable to EDI-USA’s High-Cut Tactical 
helmet or MICH (ACH) Helmet with picatinny 
rails, the visor offers protection for non-ballistic 
anti-impact threats. Visor slides securely into 
side rails. Custom dimensions available. 

BALLISTIC HELMETS

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Classic Anti-Impact Bump Helmet 
(Non-Ballistic)

Ballistic Face Mask, III-A (Full Face Style)

Ballistic Face Mask, III-A (HALF Face Style)

Tactical Anti-Impact Bump Helmet
(Non-Ballistic)

EDI-CBH01

ED-BFM-F

ED-BFM-H

EDI-HBH01

*1 size fits all. 

*1 size fits all. 

Used for non-ballistic operations, EDI-USA’s Classic 
Anti-Impact Bump Helmet is manufactured with strong 
polycarbonate and includes a comfortable anti-shock 
comfort pad system for the user’s head. Includes a 
durable adjustable nylon suspension system, rubber chin 
cup, and quick-release buckle. 

Strong and lightweight, this helmet is manufactured with 
strong polycarbonate and resists anti-impact threats 
(non-ballistic). This tactical style helmet includes two side 
picatinny rails, and front NVG mount for various accessory 
attachments. Equipped with an adjustable ratchet knob 
to fine to the user’s head size, this helmet allows users 
to implement tactical operations without the weight of 
a ballistic helmet. Includes a durable adjustable nylon 
suspension system, with chin strap and standard buckle. 

Covering the user’s full face with two eye slits, this ballistic face 
mask helps protect the user ballistic penetration and shrapnel 
tested to level III-A, ambient. Mask includes an adjustable 
suspension system to attach securely to user’s head. This full 
face style fits best without a helmet.  

Manufactured with durable ballistic material and tested 
to III-A, ambient, this ballistic face mask helps protect the 
user ballistic penetration and shrapnel. Mask includes an 
adjustable suspension system to attach securely to user’s 
head, and two eye slits are included in the mask. This half-
face style is idea to wear with ballistic helmets. 

TEST REPORTS/CERTIFICATIONS
NIJ III-A | STANAG 2920 (V50) | ISO 9001:2015

Test reports & certifications available upon 
request. Available in English & Spanish
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Bullet Resistant Vests 

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

EDI-USA® Classic Bullet Resistant Vest

Tactical MOLLE Bullet Resistant Vest

Full MOLLE Bullet Resistant Vest

EXV-092

EXV-77

EXV-21

EDI-USA’s most popular ballistic vest, this vest 
provides straight forward protection, tested to 
level III-A (ambient). Manufactured with durable 
nylon and polyester in jet black, this overt vest 
can be easily adjusted on the shoulders & waste, 
and can fit both males & females. Includes 
front and back external pockets for hard armor 
plates (HAP’s). Badges / patch customization 
available, and additional Velcro available for 
patch attachments. 

Popular for patrol operations, this durable vest 
includes MOLLE lines on front, back, sides, for users 
to securely attach MOLLE attachments. Tested to level 
III-A (ambient), this vest is movable and lightweight, to 
allow full mobility during operations. The shoulders and 
waste feature strong adjustable Velcro to help fit the 
vest securely to the user’s body. Includes front and back 
external pockets for hard armor plates (HAP’s). Badges 
/ patch customization available, and additional Velcro 
available for patch attachments. 

This overt vest is performs well for tactical, 
patrol, and stationary operations. Lined 
with durable MOLLE webbing on the front, 
back, and sides, users can attach MOLLE 
attachment / pouches with ease. The vest 
adjusts well on its shoulders with adjustable 
straps and on it waste with a secure external 
hidden cummerbund. The vest includes a 
horizontal Velcro patch (female Velcro) on 
front & back and includes front and back 
external pockets for hard armor plates 
(HAP’s). Badges / patch customization 
available, and additional Velcro available for 
patch attachments. 

Bullet Resistant Vests 

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Sizes: M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Female Bullet Resistant Vest

Concealable Inner Bullet Resistant Vest

High Tactical 360 Bullet Resistant Vest

FXM-077

EXV-055

ED-TX229

Designed to fit to the form of a female’s body, this 
vest features a ‘bubble’ area around the chest to allow 
space for the user’s breasts, along with a special 
‘wide-cut’ around the sides to help ensure a proper 
fit to a female’s body. Tested to level III-A (ambient) 
this vest can be adjusted on the shoulders, or sides, 
in order to adjust correct to the user’s body. Badges / 
patch customization available, and additional Velcro 
available for patch attachments.

One of EDI-USA’s most trusted vests for high-intensity 
tactical operations, this full vest includes front, back, 
sides, shoulders, upper arm, neck, and groin ballistic 
protection. All parts are tested to level III-A (ambient) 
and are inserted within the vest to allow good mobility 
of the user. The vest includes MOLLE webbing lines 
on the front, back, and sides, which allows users to 
attach pouches and accessories to the vest. The vest 
includes a horizontal Velcro patch (female Velcro) 
on front & back and includes front and back external 
pockets for hard armor plates (HAP’s). Badges / 
patch customization available, and additional Velcro 
available for patch attachments. 

Designed to wear under the user’s shirt as 
a covert style vest, this inner concealable 
vest is tested to level III-A (ambient) and 
is manufactured with soft cotton fabric to 
enhance the comfort of the user. This vest 
is designed to be worn during hot or cold 
weather operations, and is flexible to help 
enhance mobility of the user. Available in 
black or white. Badges / patch customization 
available, and additional Velcro available for 
patch attachments. 

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

NIJ III-A | STANAG 2920 
(V50) | ISO 9001:2015

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish
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Bullet Resistant Vests 

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL

Sizes: Universal (One Size Fits All)  

Sizes: Universal (One Size Fits All)  

Inner VIP Ballistic T-Shirt 

Tactical Plate Carrier

Buoyant Flotation Bullet Resistant Vest

ED-PTS01

ED-B02

EFV-721

One of EDI-USA’s most unique bullet resistant vests, 
this lightweight ballistic t-shirt features extra-thin 
ballistic panels, tested to level III-A, (ambient) and is 
extremely lightweight and flexible. The t-shirt carrier 
is produced with extra-soft & flexible neoprene fabric, 
which enhances comfort of the end user for long or 
short operations. Additional carriers are available 
with mesh fabric (for operations in hot climates), and 
each carrier features a side zipper to help securely 
fit the ballistic t-shirt to the user’s body. Available in 
black or white.

Developed to support navy, marine, and coast guard 
operations, EDI-USA’s flotation bullet resistant vest 
provides up to 24 hours of flotation capability, along with 
ballistic protection tested to level III-A (ambient). This 
vest includes front, back, neck, and shoulder ballistic 
protection, and is integrated with EDI-USA’s MARINE-X 
flotation foam. The vest can securely attach to the user 
with a wrap around belt, and can be easily adjusted 
for size with adjustable shoulder and side straps. 
The vest includes a horizontal Velcro patch (female 
Velcro) on front and includes front and back external 
pockets for hard armor plates (HAP’s). Badges / patch 
customization available, and additional Velcro available 
for patch attachments. 

EDI-USA’s next generation tactical plate carrier, 
with quick release system, provides users 
with comprehensive protection during tactical 
situations. Lined with laser-cut MOLLE webbing 
on the front and back, this plate carrier allows 
users to attach pouches / accessories easily. 
The carrier is fitted with front & back plate 
pockets (fits standard shooters cut 10” x 
12”hard armor plates), along with inner pockets 
for III-A soft panels. The carrier is manufactured 
with durable nylon, and features hard plastic 
quick-release buttons on both sides of the 
waste, along with on the shoulders. Badges / 
patch customization available, and additional 
Velcro available for patch attachments. 

QUICK RELEASE SYSTEM

LASER CUT

1050D NYLON

Bullet Resistant Vests 

Sizes: Standard (German Shepherd or similar) 
& Large (larger than German Shepherd) 

Sizes: 1-size fits all  

Canine (K9) Ballistic Vest

Vest Carry Bag 

ANTI-STAB PROTECTION 
AVAILABLE 

EXV-27D

EXV-055

The EDI-USA Canine (K9) bullet resistant 
vest is a lightweight ballistic vest, 
tested to level III-A (ambient) that helps 
protect K9’s during security operations. 
Available in two (2) sizes, this K9 vest 
is lightweight and mobile, and includes 
Velcro strips (female Velcro) for users 
to attach department patches or name 
tags. The K9 vest has straps to easily 
adjust to different dog sizes and can be 
produced in different colors. 

ADVANCED BALLISTIC TECHNOLOGY
EDI-USA uses the most advanced ballistic materials within our 
vests to help ensure maximum protection. The ballistic fibers we 
use are lightweight tightly-compressed fibers, that are thermo-
sealed within the ballistic panel wrappers to help prevent entrance 
of liquids or humidity. All of our ballistic panels are tested to yield 
a low trauma of backface deformation signature (BFS) and are 

designed for user comfort & mobility.

ALL VESTS AVAILABLE IN LEVEL II OR III-A. 
ANTI-STAB (1&2) AND ANTI-SPIKE (1&2) 

AVAILABLE FOR EACH VEST.  
HARD ARMOR PLATE’S ALSO AVAILABLE. 

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

NIJ III-A | STANAG 2920 
(V50) | ISO 9001:2015

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish
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Ballistic Plates & Accessories

Hard Armor Plates (HAP’s) Available in Single Curve or Multi Curve

Soft Ballistic Panel Inserts (SAP’s)

Hard Ballistic Plate Inserts (HAP’s)

Item No. Description Available Sizes / Cuts

EDX-052
Level II Soft Armor Panel 

Anti-Stab or Anti-Spike Add-On 
Protection Available

Shooters Cut 

Rectangle Cut 

Custom SizeEDX-053
Level III-A Soft Armor Panel 

Anti-Stab or Anti-Spike Add-On 
Protection Available

Item No. Description Weight Protection Level

EDX-069 Level III  
(ICW)

1.4kg (Shooters Cut)
1.45kg (Rectangle Cut)

7.62mm NATO 
FMJ (M80)

5.56x45mm 
(M193)

EDX-069-S Level III  
(Stand Alone)

1.77kg (Shooters Cut)
1.88kg (Rectangle Cut)

EDX-071 Level III+  
ENHANED

1.89kg (Shooters Cut)
1.95kg (Rectangle Cut) 7.62x39 AP

EDX-081 Level IV  
(ICW)

2.35kg (Shooters Cut)
2.45kg (Rectangle Cut) 5.56x45 (M855)

30.06 M2 AP
EDX-081-S Level IV  

(Stand Alone)
2.60kg (Shooters Cut)
2.65kg (Rectangle Cut)

Side Hard Armor Plates (Side HAP’s)
SIDE ARMOR PLATE INSERTS AVALABLE IN LEVEL III OR IV
STAND ALONE OR ICW AVAILABLE

Level II and level III-A accessories are available include:
Additional Armor Accessories 

Neck Protection Upper Arm Protection Groin Protection

Ballistic Plates & Accessories

ADVANCED BALLISTIC TECHNOLOGY
EDI-USA uses the most advanced ballistic materials within our vests to help ensure maximum 
protection. The ballistic fibers we use are lightweight tightly-compressed fibers, that are thermo-
sealed within the ballistic panel wrappers to help prevent entrance of liquids or humidity. All of 
our ballistic panels are tested to yield a low trauma of backface deformation signature (BFS) 

and are designed for user comfort & mobility.

Bomb Suppression Blanket

Ballistic Blanket 

Ballistic Briefcase 

Ballistic Backpack Inserts

EXV-09272-A/B

E-B07-S/M/L

EBV-221

EBP-S/L

EDI-USA’s bomb suppression blanket 
is designed to help suppress and 
minimize blasts & fragmentations 
from explosive threats, including 
IED’s. Tested to NIJ III_A and STANAG 
2920 Fragmentation (MIL STD 662F 
threats), the blanket will resist up to 
70g of TNT. The bomb blanket is available with one (1) or two (2) 
safety circles in order to fasted the blanket to the circles and secure 
over the suspicion package or parcel. Available in standard or large 
size, and custom-made size & color are available. 

Custom-made to fit most operations situations, this item 
is available as a single carry soft ballistic shield, to be 
used to shield yourself or other during ballistic threat 
situations. It is available in Small, Medium, Large sizes, 
and can also be custom-made as per the size you need. 
The blanket is tested to III-A ballistic level (ambient) and 
is enclosed with a black nylon carrier that has handles 
attached to it. Custom colors available upon request.

Designed for executive & VIP 
security, the ballistic briefcase 
is tested to ballistic level III-A 
(ambient) and allows users to 
cover a person during a firearms 
threat. The briefcase can easily 
be opened and closed, and 
contains ballistic panels in either 
a nylon or leather briefcase. An 
optional concealed holster (for 
handguns) can be included inside 
the briefcase. Available in one 
standard and custom-made size & 
colors are available upon request.

Ultra-lightweight ballistic inserts (tested to III-A) to insert into 
children or teen’s backpacks to protect against bullets during 
active shooter situations. The inserts have a ‘rounded-cut’ to 
easily insert into backpacks and to zipper fully. The inserts are 
ultra-sonic sealed to help prevent entrance of liquids into the 
ballistic material, and they are available in standard size (kids) and 
large size (teens). Custom size inserts available upon request. 
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Ballistic Shields 

Available in levels: III-A | III | IV

Available in levels: III-A | III | IV

Standard Size:  
35.5” x 19.5” (90x50cm)
Jumbo Size:  
47” x 23.5” (120cm x 60cm)

Size: 30” x 20.5”

Size: 31.5” x 19.5”

EDI-USA® Classic Ballistic Shield

SWAT Ballistic Shield (III-A)

Shooters Cut Ballistic Shield 

E-BP507

E-SBS

E-BPSC

EDI-USA’s Classic Ballistic 
Shield is used for stationary 
and tactical ballistic 
protection operations. 
Available with or without a 
ballistic view port, the shield 
is lightweight, sleek, and 
easy to carry. The shield 
includes a dynamic handle 
and arm rope on the back, 
and is compatible with 
tactical light attachments. 
Available in standard or large 
size, and custom-made size 
& color are available.

Designed for hand-held use for tactical 
operations, this extremely lightweight ballistic 
shield includes left and right firearm ports, as 
well as a larger upper firearm port. The shield 
is very lightweight and can be carried with 1 
hand, and includes a durable handle and arm 
strap on the back. 

The Shooters Cut Ballistic Shield is an essential item 
used by entry team that need comprehensive protection. 
Equipped with shooter ports (weapon ports) on the top two 
sides, users can rest their firearm on the shooter ports while 
taking cover behind the shield. The shield includes 
a ballistic view port and dynamic handle and arm 
rope on the back. Additional sizes available. AMBIDEXTROUS 

HANDLE OPTIONS 
AVAILABLE FOR 

ALL SHIELDS

NIJ III-A | NIJ III | NIJ IV |  
ISO 9001:2015 

Ballistic Shields 

Available in levels: III-A | III 

Size: 31.5” x 29”

Foldable “Expandible” Ballistic Shield

Ballistic Shield Trolley 

Tactical Light

E-FBS-01

Foldable and lightweight, 
this shield is designed to 
support users in high-tactical 
situations. The shield’s 
movable “wings” can open or 
close which allows users to 
take cover in certain situation, 
or even rest their firearm 
on the shooting port in the 
middle. Easily transportable, 
this shield is ideal for entry into 
small areas, but can also be 
used in open range situations. 

Used to easily transport large / over-weight ballistic shields during 
operations or storage. Primarily used for level III or IV shields. 
The trolley helps to significantly reduce load bearing of user and 
increase operational efficiency.

Easily attachable to the front of ballistic shields to help 
users with a clear field of vision during dark operations. 
The light includes hardware to easily attach to wherever 
the user wants on the shield, and includes a USB charger 
and Li-Ion battery. The light has multiple lighting levels 
and can be controlled by the user with a switch. 

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish

CUSTOM DECALS & WORDS AVAILABLE ON THE FRONT OF SHIELDS 

CUSTOM BALLISTIC SHIELD 
SIZES & BUILDS AVAILABLE
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Riot Helmets 

PROTEC-X Riot Helmet 

TERMINATOR-X 
Riot Helmet 

EDX-072

EDX-074C

An EDI-USA classic 
for years, designed to 
combat the toughest 
riot threats. 

Includes additional integrated 
steel face cage for extra-
impact protection. Adjustable 
inner headband. 

Sizes: M, L, XL

Sizes: Universal

BUBBLE Riot Helmet 
EDX-BRO7

Fitted with a bubble face visor to allow additional 
space for the user’s face. Adjustable inner headband. 

Sizes: Universal

MINI - BUBBLE Riot Helmet 
EDX-BRO7

Slightly smaller than the standard bubble 
riot helmet, this model is designed for 
operations that require enhance mobility. 
Adjustable inner headband. 

Sizes: Universal

All helmets are painted with 
weather resistant poly-urea paint 

and can be customized in the 
folowing colors.

Black OrangeRedGreen Blue

CUSTOM HELMET COLORS AND HELMET INSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE

187 J Anti-Impact 
Report

ISO 9001:2015

Riot Shields 

EDI-USA® Classic Riot Shield 

Round Riot Shield 

RUB-X Riot Shield 

Interlocking Riot Shield 

EXS-221-S/J

EXS-RO5

EXS-272S

E-IRL-S/M/L

This classic shield is trusted by thousands of users in the USA and around 
the world. Includes a durable arm handle, and forearm rope. Ambidextrous 
handle options and other custom handle options available. 

Used by officers in close combat situations, EDI’s round riot shield 
is produced with strong polycarbonate to resist impact threats. 
Equipped with a durable handle and arm string, this shield can be 
used with one hand and allows maximum flexibility for the user. 
Also available with protective rubber border. 

Produced with a 
hardened-nylon black 
border for extra impact 
protection (and shelf 
life enhancement), 
this shield includes an 
groove around the entire 
shield to help resist 
impacts up to 187 J of 
energy.

Used in tactical situations, 
this shield creates an 
interlocking riot shield 
“wall.” Designed to resist 
high impacts up to 187 
J of energy, this shield 
is equipped a strong 
handle system and an 
extra piece of reinforced 
polycarbonate.

Size: Standard (35.5” x 19.5”)  or Jumbo Size (47” x 23.5”)

Size: S, M, L

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish

ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
IN FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES

POLICE

SHERIFF

CORRECTIONS

MILITARY 
POLICE

Size: Standard (35.5” x 19.5”)

 NIJ 0104.02 Anti-Impact | 
ISO 9001:2015
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Riot Suits 

EDI-USA® TURBO-X 
Riot Suit 

FULL FOOT PROTECTION

COMPLETE SHOULDER PROTECTION
Suit includes modular shoulder protection to 
protect the user while allowing full arm mobility.

STAB-PROOF (LEVEL1)
Includes one front and one back anti-stab panel 
tested in accordance to NIJ 0115 anti-stab level 
II standards.

FLEXIBLE GROIN COVER
A flexible groin cover is included to allow the 
user to move easily during operations.

Includes hard and durable foot coverings.

Optional Back Label

Tactical carry bag 
(backpack) included 
with these models.

Flame 
Retardant 
Against 
Molotov 
Cocktails

Sizes: ONE SIZE FITS ALL

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

NIJ Level 1 Anti-Stab | 
Flame Retardant Test 

Report | ISO 9001:2015 
Test reports & 

certifications available 
upon request. Available in 

English & Spanish

TOP SELLER Riot Suits

EDI-USA® PROTEC-X 
Riot Suit
The leading full riot suit with level II stab protection 
to keep YOU safe. Helmet sold separately.

ANTI-FLAME FABRIC (Optional)

Suit shell is available to be manufactured 
with PYROTX anti-flame fabric to resist 
Molotov cocktails and other flame 
threats.

ANTI-STAB (LEVEL II)
Equipped with front and back anti-stab 
plates (4mm in thickness) tested in 
accordance to NIJ 0115 anti-stab level II 
standards.

HARD GROIN PROTECTION
Suit is manufactured with removable 
groin cup for durable protection.

STRONG LEG PROTECTION
Includes durable plastic knee, and shin 
protection, with extra interior EVA foam 
for maximum mobility & comfort.

Flame 
Retardant 
Against 
Molotov 
Cocktails

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

NIJ Level 2 Anti-Stab | 
Flame Retardant Test 

Report | ISO 9001:2015  
Test reports & 

certifications available 
upon request. Available in 

English & Spanish

Available with 
Anti-Spike Level 1, 

Level 2, Level 3
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Gas Masks

EDI-USA® 
FreshTac 
Double Gas 
Mask

ED-GX201

Trusted by thousands of law enforcement and security personnel, this gas mask offers a full-
face panoramic view and dual canister ports threaded to fit standard 40mm canisters. The 
FreshTac Gas Mask features a view port with anti-fog treatment, and a 6-point adjustable 
suspension system to fit snug onto the user’s face. Two (2) filters are included with the 
mask, please view filter specifications for chemical resistance.

One of EDI-USA’s most popular gas masks 
for years, the PROTEC-X Gas Mask features 
a full-face viewport, with anti-fog treatment, 
and a front facing gas mask filter. Equipped 
with a 5-point adjustable suspension system 
for a snug fit on users, this gas mask is ideal 
for tactical operations, as well as stationary 
operations. One (1) filter is included with the 
mask, please view filter specifications for 
chemical resistance.

EDI-USA® PROTEC-X 
Gas Mask

ED-GX027

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

ISO 9001:2015 

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish

Filter 
Capacity Color

Test Standard Chemicals / Gases

Gas
Concentra-

tion
(mg/l)

Time 
(Mins) Gas Molecular  

Formula

1L Black Cyanogen 
Chloride 3.0±0.3 ≥40 Hydrocyanic Acid &  

Derivatives HCN

Arsenic Hydride AsH3

Phosgene COCl2

Chloropicrin CCl3NO2

Benzene C6H6

Diphosgene (CO)2Cl

Bromethane CH3Br

Methylarsine Dichloride CH3AsCl2

Lewisite (CLCH=CH)ASCL2

Hydrogen phosphate PH3

CS / CN Gas & Pepper Spray

Gas Masks

Available in a front-mounted filter configuration, or a 
side-mounted filter configuration, the 2-Eye Tactical Gas 
Mask provides comprehensive protection with two eye 
viewports instead of a full panoramic viewport. This 
gas mask includes a 6-point suspension system to help 
ensure a snug fit, and additional models are available to 
attach water canteens for emergency hydration. 

One (1) filter is included with the mask, please view filter 
specifications for chemical resistance.

Front Face 
Model

Side Face 
Model

2-Eye Tactical Gas Mask

EDI-USA® Gas Mask Filter Specifications

ED-GX027 A / B
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Handcuffs & Restraints   

Looking for the perfect handcuff? Manufactured with strong carbon steel with an anti-rust 
coating of nickel, EDI-USA® handcuffs & restraints are reliable for law enforcement to restrain the 
most violent combatants. Cuffs are products with heat-treated locks, including a double-lock feature 
to ensure maximum security and help prevent tampering. The EDI-USA® chain model handcuffs are 
available with custom chain lengths, and include two (2) keys. The EDI-USA® hinge model handcuffs 
are available in two (2) or three (3) hinge setups, and include two (2) keys. 

*Custom chain 
lengths available* 

Chain Handcuff 3-Hinge 
Handcuff 

3-Hinge Handcuff 
Extra Reinforced

2-Hinge 
Handcuff

EX-CHC02
EX-HHC02

EX-HHC05 EX-HHC04

Handcuffs also 
available in 

titanium material  

Designed to restrain prisoners during transport, the EDI-USA® Leg 
Cuff is manufactured with strong carbon steel with an anti-rust nickel 
coating. Includes two (2) keys and custom chain lengths available. 

Hardened nylon material, double cuff model. Available in 
black or white. Custom inscriptions / logos available. 

To cut and release 
disposable 1-use handcuffs. 

Available in polyester, nylon or Codura. 
Custom colors and sizes available. 

Made to restrain some of the most violent combatants, 
the hand-leg cuff transportation system includes a 
durable set of EDI-USA® chain handcuffs, connected with 
a strong tactical chain to a set of EDI-USA® leg cuffs. The 
set is produced with carbon steel with an anti-rust nickel 
coating and includes four (4) sets of keys. Custom chain 
lengths on all parts of the system are available. 

Transport Leg Cuff

Disposable 1-Use Handcuffs 

Handcuff Cutter Handcuff Pouch

Hand-Leg Cuff Connection 
Restraint System

EX-LHC01

EX-PHC02

EX-LHC02

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

Test reports & certifications 
available upon request. 

Available in English & Spanish

ISO 9001:2015 | NIJ 
0307.01 | NIJ 1001 

Batons & Non-Lethal Weapons    

Manufactured with polycarbonate material, the T-Baton is 
used in anti-riot and prison. It includes a durable textured 
grip handle and is tested for strong impact. Also available 
in polypropylene material. 24” length.

Designed for patrol and riot operations, the straight baton is manufactured 
with durable polycarbonate for a strong impact. Baton includes a padded 
arm handle, and nylon wrist string. 26” length & custom lengths available. 

Includes 
textured 
handle

Available in polyester, 
nylon or Codura. 
Multiple colors available. 

Available in polyester, nylon or Codura. 
Multiple colors and hard cases available. 

EDI-USA® expandible batons are manufactured with some of the highest rated impact materials 
and are designed to keep law enforcement officers safe during dangerous situations. Available in 
black, chrome or copper color, batons models can open with a flick of the wrist, and certain models 
are also available with a push-button function. Batons include a rounded safety tip on the end and 
fit easily in most standard baton holsters. Custom dimensions and lengths available. 

TONFA Baton (PR-24)   

Straight Baton

Steel Expandible Baton

Nylon (Hardened) Expandible Baton

Baton Holster  
(Ring Style)

Baton Holster  
(Carry Case Style)

Expandible Baton Series

EXTB-02

EXV-03

EXB-07

EXB-09

EXTP-04 EXBNC-01

TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish

ISO 9001:2015
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Ballistic Goggles & Eyewear

RELIABLE AND SEURE. Manufactured with durable polycarbonate (PC) and TPU lenses, 
all of EDI’s ballistic goggle include anti-wind, anti-scratch, and anti-fog technology. Lenses are 
manufactured in clear, yellow, grey and black. The majority of EDI’s goggles comply with ANSI 
fragmentation standards, and are produced with durable elastic adjustable straps. Goggles can 
be sold in kits to include goggle case, cleaning cloth, and extra lenses as required.

OVER-SIZED 
VIEWING 
CAPABILITY

DURABLE COVER/
CLEANING CLOTH.

HIGH DEFINATION 
BALLISTIC LENS 
(REPLACEABLE).

LENS INCLUDES ANTI-WIND, 
ANTI-SCRATCH, ANTI-FOG 
TECHNOLOGY.

Goggles are available in kits to include 
extra lenses, cleaning cloth, carrying bag, 
and hard case (not shown).

EX-DBG-120 EX-DBG-22

EX-DBG-15

Uniforms & apparel

Deploy with confidence with EDI-USA®’S CAMU-X Uniform SERIES. 
Manufactured with durable polyester & cotton, EDI custom-makes uniforms for and array of tactical 
operations. This item is available for wholesale only

EDI manufactures uniforms in more 
than 82+ colors and designs.

CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

FABRIC OPTIONS

Twill Ripstop Weight (GSM) Fabric 
Composition Threat Count UV 

Treatment
Water-Resistant 

Treatment
Anti-Mosquito 

Treatment

Cotton Polyester Nylon Wool Leather Acrylic
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TEST REPORTS/
CERTIFICATIONS

Test reports & 
certifications available 

upon request. Available in 
English & Spanish

ISO 9001:2015

Duty Accessories & Badges    Tactical Boots    

Complete your team’s apparel with 
durable duty accessories and badges. 

product highlight

STRONG. COMFORTABLE. RELIABLE.

Badges / Pins Series & Badge Holders  

EDI-USA’s line of duty accessories will help complete your teams look from head to toe. Our military hats, 
belts, tactical vests, and ID badges are all customizable and feature unique and strong features to last 
during your operations. DUTY ACCESSORIES & BADGES ARE FOR WHOLESALE / BULK ORDERS ONLY.

Tactical footwear is an essential part of law enforcement and military duty wear. EDI-USA’s 
line of footwear includes patrol boots, tactical boots (urban, rural and desert), parade shoes, 
and duty shoes. Please contact us for a full directory of all of our footwear options. BOOTS & 
FOOTWEAR ARE FOR WHOLESALE / BULK ORDERS ONLY.

Keep the identities of your team secure with EDI-USA badges & pins, and holders. Badges and pins are 
manufactured in accordance to your team’s requirements. Custom metals, colors, shapes and designs are 
available, along with custom backings for pins and wallet holders. Our badges specialists can help design the 
perfect badge for your team, or we can re-produce from your current badge design. 

Customized colors available Customized colors available 

Shiny Officer Shoe (Available 
in male or female models)

Short Cut Tactical Boot

Tactical Patrol Boot Tactical Desert Boot

Tactical Desert Boot ELITE 
Tactical Combat Boot 
(Available with or without 
side zipper)

Custom pouches & 
attachments available 

Custom styles & 
dimensions available  

Military Beret Series Military Headwear Series  

Tactical Vest Series  

Boonie Army Cap General Cap 

Combat Belt Series Rigger Belt Series 

ED-TB1277 

ED-TB4106 

ED-TB6206 ED-TB7280 

ED-TB2231 
ED-TB0100 

Duty Belt Series 

Mag Pouches & Duty Accessories 


